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Let n be a positive integer and let A = {aI ,..., a*}, B = {b, ,..., b,} be two 
sets of positive integers such that the product set consists of st distinct numbers. 
Then, for a certain positive constant c, st < c n*/log n, establishing a conjecture 
made by P. Erdiis. 
P. Erd6s [I] proved that the number of integers1 A(n) not exceeding ne 
that are the product of two integers not exceeding n satisfies for each 
6 > 0 and n > n,(c) the inequality 
n2(log n)-a-6 < A(n) < n2(log n)-a+s, 01 = 1 - (log(e log2)/log 2) 
Thus A(n) is determined with an accuracy of (log ny. This estimation could 
be improved but it does not seem to be easy to get an asymptotic formula 
for A(n). 
Erdiis [2] also stated the following problem: Let 1 ,( a, < *.* < a, < n 
and bl < *a. < be < n be two sequences of integers so that the products 
aibj are all distinct. Determine or estimate the maximum of k8. He observed 
that 
kL > (1 + o(I)) n2/log n (1) 
is possible. To prove (1) let the a’s be the primes in (n/log n, n) and the 
b’s the integers < n not divisible by any a. Clearly k > (1 + o(l)) n/log n, 
/’ > (1 + o( 1)) n and the products aibj are all distinct. He also conjectured 
that 
kt < C(n2/log n). (2) 
In this paper we wish to prove (2). Before we give the surprisingly simple 
proof of (2), we will discuss a few related problems. 
B. DiviS asked the following question: Let 
1 < a(i) < -. 1 --* -cat: dn, 1 <i<r 
‘The word integers means the natural numbers throughout this paper. 
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be r sequences of integers. Assume that the products 
are all distinct. What is the maximum of ni_, ki? 
He proved using the method of this paper that 
fi ki < C,(nT/(log $-I), 
i=l 
(3) 
and it suffices to require only that for each pair I < il < iz < r all the 
products a?‘ap’ are distinct, as suggested by Erdos. Clearly, apart from 
the value of C, , the inequality (3) is best possible. In a forthcoming paper, 
ErdGs and this author prove the following theorem: 
Let 1 f a, < -**<a,<n;I<b,<..* < be < n be two sequences 
of integers so that for every m the number of solutions of m = aibj is less 
than c1 . Then for some cz = c2(c1) 
kf < @*/log n)(log log n)“. 
Also we hope to investigate whether (2) is true for avery c > 1 if 
n > Q(C). 
Now we prove (2). First we introduce some notations. A, B will denote 
sets of integers ai E A, bj E B. I A ) denotes the number of elements of A. 
If S is a set of natural numbers and p is a prime, denote by S, the subset of 
S consisting of numbers divisible by p. By p-5, we shall denote the set of 
numbersof the form ~-9 where t E S, . Clearly / S, / = / p-5’, 1 . 
LEMMA 1. Let A and B be two sequences of integers not exceeding n. 
Then there are subsets A* C A, B* C B so that 
I A* II B* I > t I A II B I 
andfor every p satisfying A,* # o, respectively B,* f @, is 
I A,* I > d( A* I/P logpI 
respectively 
for 
I 4” I > 4 B* I/P Iogp) 
Cl = (1/q (c l/P hP)-l. 
P 
6411813-2 
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ProojI Let us define 
AD = A, Ai+l = Ai 
\ 
tj Lhi: I A,’ I G cdl Ai I/P logp)). 
Then 
I $(j (A”\A”+31 < cl I A I ; U/P log PI = (l/2) I A 1. 
It follows that there exists j such that Ai\Ai+l = ia for i >j and 
1 Aj / = I A\n’,i”, (Ai\Ai+l)j > (l/2)1 A 1 . Moreover, we have j A,$ ) > cl 
(I Aj J/p logp) for each prime p for which A,j # ~zr. Let us put Ai = A*. 
Similarly, there is a B* C B such that 1 B* I > & 1 B 1 and / B,* 1 > cl 
(1 B* j/p log p) for each prime p for which B,* # o , and we have ) A * 1 * 
( B* [ > 2 ( A I . j B I . It follows that without loss of generality we may 
assume that 
and 
I A, I > cdl A l/~log~, if 4 f 0 
I 4, I > 41 B I/P logA if B, f .@, for eachp. 
We shall repeatedly use the following lemma, which follows easily from 
Brun’s method. 
LEMMA 2. If n > 1 and P is a set of primes < n and if 
Q=(m:m<n,(m,p)=l,pEP), 
then 
I Q I < c2n n (1 - ~-7, 
WP 
where c2 is an absolute constant. 
A proof of Lemma 2 can be found in [3]. 
Also, we shall use the following simple statement. 
LEMMA 3. If p-lAp r~ q-lA, # o for some p # q, then 
p-lB, n q-‘B, = rzr, 
Proof. The assumption implies existence of a natural number x such 
that px E A and qx E A. If the statement were not true, there would be a 
y such that py E B and qy E B. But then the products px . qy and qx * py 
are equal, which is a contradiction. For k > 1, let L(k) = (p : 2” < 
p < 2”+l, A, # m, B, # m}. Let us distinguish two cases: 
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1. 1 L(k)/ < 2k/2 for each k Z 1. 
II. j L(k)\ > 2k/2 for some k and 1 L(k’)l < 2k’/2 for k’ > k. 
Case I. j L(k)\ < 2k/2 for each k >, 1. By Lemma 2, we have 
/ A j x< c,n and I B I < can I-I (1 - P-l) 
P@ 
B,= 0 
This gives us 
IA j . [ B ( < c,~H~ J-j (1 - p-‘) n (1 - q-l) 
P<n q<n A,= 0 BP= $3 
< c22n2 l-j (1 - p-3 n (1 - P-‘)-‘. 
psn P@ A,,# 0 
Bp# 0 
As it is well known, 
for n > 2, where c3 and c4 are absolute positive constants. Furthermore, 
we have in our case 
p; (1 - p-l)-” < fi (I - 2-q-@ = c5. 
A,; 0 
k=l 
B=#B 
These estimates yield finally 
/ A / * / B ( < c2%,c,n2/logn. 
Case II. / L(k)\ > 2h/2 for some k and I L(k’)l d 2k’/2 for k’ > k. 
Since each element in p-IA9 for a p E L(k) has the form p-la, where p 3 2k 
and a < n, we have a < n2-” for each a E Up&k) p-IA?, . For the same 
reason, we have b < n2-” for each b E UVELo) p-lB, . It follows from 
Lemma 2 that 
) p& p-lAB 1 < c,n2-” n (l - j’-‘) na-+m2~+’ 
A,= 0 
and 
1 peuk, p-l4 j d cd-‘” ,,-k,1,!2. IL 1 (1 - p-‘). 
B;= 0 
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Here we use the usual convention about empty products, putting them 
simply equal to one. If we had 
( A I < 4 log 2c;%,(k + 1) ?z2-k’4 I-I (1 - P-9, 
.2-9>2k+’ 
Ap= 0 
then using the estimate 
I B I d c,n n (1 - p-l), 
.2-p2k+, 
B 
we would have 
I A j 1 B I < 4 log 2~;~c,2(k + 1) 2-k’4n2 I-I (1 - P-‘), 
nz-k>p>@+’ 
A,= 0 *BP= 0 
< 4 log 2QC22(k + 1) 2-k’4n2 
x n (1 - p-1) l-I (1 - p-l)-‘, 
782-4p>2k+’ n2-93>2fi+= 
A,.B,Z 0 
< 4log 2&%,(k + 1) 2-k’4r12 l-I (1 - P-3. 
nz-“>v>zk+’ 
If the product in the last expression were empty, we would certainly have 
n < 22k+2, which means k + 1 > log n/2 log 2, and thus 
I A I * 1 B J < 4 log 2c;1c22cs(k + 1) 2-k’4n2 < 8 log2 2c;1c22c,c,(n2/log n), 
where 
cs = npif (k + 1)2 2-k/4. 
If on the other hand, if the product were not empty, we would have 
n > 22k, and thus 
J A J . I B J < 4 log 2c;1c22c,c,-‘c,(k + 1) 2-7c’4n2 ( I:: n+J);;fg22 ) 
< 4 log2 2c;1c22c,c~1c,(k + 1)” 2-“14n2 ( 
1 
log n - (l/2) log n 1 
< 8 Jog2 2c;‘c22c,c;1c5c, (logn) - 2 . 
Thus, in the following we shall assume 
1 A / > 4 log 2c;‘c,(k + 1) t12-“‘~ n (1 - P-l), 
n2-5l>2”+’ 
A,= 0 
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and because of symmetry, 
j 3 1 2 4 log 2c;lc&7 + 1) n2-k’4 ,2-k$,2k+l (l - p-‘). 
BP-o 
We have then by Lemma 1 
c 
PSL(P) 
I P-l& I > Cl ( 2k+yk y;, log2 ) 2k'2 
> 2’W4’+lc2n2-” I-I (1 - p-7 
n2-5p>2k+l 
A,= @ 
It follows that there is a subset L* C L(k) such that 1 L* j 2 2(B/4)+l and 
npsL*p-lA9 # er . We have then further 
c 1 p-lBP 1 > '1 ( 2k+l(k y;, log 2 ) 2(k'4'+1 
pEL* 
3 4c,n2-‘” r-I (1 - P-Y 
n2-“>P>zk+l 
B,=o 
It follows that there are at least two primes p1 , p2 E L* such that pylBDI n 
p;‘Byz # 0, which is a contradiction with Lemma 3. 
This completes the proof. 
Thus, our result is that for n 3 2 we have 1 A j * j B I < C(n2/log n), 
where 
C = 4 max(c22c3cB , ~c;~c,~c,c~ log2 2, SC;~C,~C,C;~C,C~ log2 2) 
= 4 max{c~c,c, , ~c;‘~,~c,c;~c,c, log’ 2) 
= 4c,“c,c, max{ 1, 4c;lc;*c,} = ~~c;~c,~c,c;~c,c, . 
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